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Salon Adikt 

"The Botanical Salon"

Deriving its name from the French translation of the word 'addict', Salon

Adikt is for those who swear by trends. A complete package of beauty,

style and design, Salon Adikt hires highly trained professionals to deliver

quality results. Salon Adikt specializes in hair care and hair coloring, and

incorporates botanical-based products for all their treatments. In a

nutshell, Salon Adikt is great for someone who likes to avoid chemical-

based products and wants top of the line results for their tresses.

 +1 514 878 1888  www.salonadikt.com/  salonadikt@gmail.com  397 rue Mayor, Montreal QC
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Aveda Montreal Lifestyle Salon Spa

& Academy 

"Enriching Experience in Montreal"

Aveda Montreal Lifestyle Salon Spa & Academy promises an unmatched

pampering experience in Montreal. Inspired from enriching plants and

flower extracts, Aveda is a trusted brand for beauty, skin, hair and make

up products. The spa is not only into massages but also from hair care to

nails, make up to hand and foot care. Experience the true spa experience

by opting for their choice of rejuvenating spa packages and body wraps.

Passionate about leaning? Step in, to enroll in their learning academy.

 +1 514 499 9494  info@avedamontreal-lifestyle.com  3613 Boulevard St-Laurent, Montreal

QC
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NStyle Beauty Lounge 

"High-end Beauty Salon"

NStyle Beauty Lounge offers a wide range of nailcare and beauty services.

Along with nail art, manicures and pedicures, the beauty salon also offers

a number of skin and beauty treatments like facials, threading, waxing

and eye lash extensions. They also offer full body massages and body

therapy. Pamper yourself with a few treatments at the end of a hectic

work week and come out feeling rejuvenated.

 +1 514 849 5777  www.nstyleintl.ca/  1500 Avenue McGill College, Place

Montreal Trust, Montreal QC
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NÜ Salon 

"Trendy Mane at Nu"

NÜ Salon is a popular city hair salon, which also sells hair and beauty

products to its customers. It is into all types of hair treatment from hair

cutting to coloring and highlighting. Get into the Salon Nü for one of the

most trendy hair cut for men, women and children. Want to get ready for

an event, party or your big day, walk in or call Nü to give you a perfect

trendy hair style.
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 +1 514 508 2380  nusalon13@gmail.com  1236 Rue Stanley, Montreal QC
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Mutt & Jeff 

"On the Scene"

Mutt & Jeff is a favorite clip joint for students was voted the number one

hair salon in the area for the last five years by The Mirror, an alternative

weekly publication. It offers all the usual hair salon services amid hip

surroundings on fashionable Rue Crescent. Students with ID get a fifty

percent discount. The owner's dog greets customers, contributing to the

relaxed atmosphere.

 +1 514 288 7689  2135 Rue Crescent, Montreal QC
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Salon Sweet William 

"Hair Styling at Its Best"

Salon Sweet William is a hair salon which specializes in simple as well as

trendy hair cuts, hair coloring, highlighting, and more. Armed with a group

of talented hair stylists, this busy hairdressing spot will cater to all your

requirements and have you sporting a great cut by the time the

competent staff is done working their magic. At Salon Sweet William, you

are sure to receive personalized attention and advice about the exact hair

cut, style or hairdo you'd like to try out. The salon also features a second

floor which is an open-space exuding a relaxing vibe.

 +1 514 490 0660  www.salonsweetwilliam.c

om/home-video

 info@salonsweetwilliam.co

m

 5337 Boulevard Saint-

Laurent, Suite 210, Montreal

QC
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